


The Ufftenživot group (Sára Arnstein, Jiří Šimek, and production 
manager Marianna Slováková) has been active on the independent theatre 
scene since 2013. They create unique projects on the borders of 
theatre, performance, slam poetry, and puppetry. Their productions are 
regularly presented at important stages in Prague, the Czech Republic, 
and abroad, as well as at international festivals. The ensemble’s last 
project, KEEP CALM (2017), was nominated for Best Alternative 
Production of the Year in an i-divadlo poll. Sára Arnstein won Best 
Female Actress in the same poll.

Since 2013, the team has created five devised shows: Králíček (The 
Rabbit, 2013, DAMU), GoG (2014, Studio ALTA), Loneliness & stuff (2016, 
Studio ALTA), KEEP CALM (2017, Alfred ve dvoře) Neboj_aneb show 
tanečníka Jiříka (Don’t be scared_ Jiřík the Dancer’s Show, 2018, Cross 
Attic). 

They also lead workshops (Švestkový dvůr Malovice, Dětské studio Altík, 
Improtřesk, Art-Gate.cz) and act as hosts for cultural events (Día de 
los muertos 2016, Alfred ve dvoře; Dance Day 2017, Studio ALTA; Czech 
Theatre DNA Awards 2018).

Ufftenživot’s style of work combines disciplines, searching for new 
paths of scenic expression and pushing the boundaries of theatre as 
such. The process always begins with a topic. Through research, 
improvisation, and experimentation, the form of the resultant 
production gradually crystallises. In addition to a combination of 
expressive means (movement, speech, puppetry, projections), their work 
is characterised by an emphasis on the presence of the audience member 
and the performer; on their relationship here and now; on a certain 
nakedness and simplicity of message.

Picture for poster for KEEP CALM.



Our past work 
GoG 

GoG is a performance loosely based upon a novel also called Gog 
(Giovanni Papini). 

Should the only undisputable property be my own self? The core. Me. Am I 
unique? I need. Constantly. We need each other. Constantly. We consume 
ourselves. Once. We are the people. Without compromises. We hear, 
see, think, speak. Without compromises. Am I? Without compromises. I 
am GoG. 

Concept / directing / design: Sara Arnstein, Jiří Šimek
Supervision : Lucia Kasiarová, Jaro Viňarský, Karolina Hejnová, Petra 
Tejnorová
Light design : Lukáš Benda
Performers: Sara Arnstein, Jiří Šimek

Premiere: 15. 9. 2014, Studio ALTA

40 minutes / English or with English subtitles

„Everything seemed premeditated to the smallest detail, including 
gestures or illustrations „di-rectly on the body“.

– Theatre newspaper

The performance is directly based on the text, but simultaneously it 
uses non-actional theatre ac-tion. It is watching various metaphoric 
situations with self-irony and it is not afraid of confrontation. 

Everything appeals well-though-out, synthetical and very creative.The 
body painting developed into a video art makes the whole performance 

unique and poetic.

– Dance zone

Recording of the show GoG: https://vimeo.com/102224285/ae7982937a



Our past
Loneliness&stuff
I share. I am a part of. I share with you. I share, therefore I am. You are my certainty in my restlessness. My 
restlessness in certainty. You are myself. The second part. A set made of two parts. We are a piece of work. A detailed 
drawing. Scratched figures. Just don´t move, so that it´s not blurry. An unceasing movement of particles. Vibrations. A 
matter and a non-matter. I came alone, I am alone, I will leave alone. I am a part of. A part for itself. No continuity. 
The zeroth series. I share. In myself. Therefore I am. I am an endless question of time. Calmness that doesn´t want to 
depend on calmness. I am a changing impression. All by myself everywhere you look.
It is possible to create an experience that changes your perspective on reality. A man who accepts and goes through this 
experience can leave the theat-re and be changed. What the change is, is up to you. Loneliness & Stuff, is above all, 
an experience.

The creators of the show: Sara Arnstein, Jiří 
Šimek (ufftenživot) Music: Ivo Sedláček
Recorded music: Forest Swords, Perfume Genius, La 
Femme WhoMadeWho
Ligth design: Štěpán Hejzlar, David Prokopič
Premiere: 2016 / 45 minutes 
The performance is supported by: MKČR, 
the City part of Prague 7, Nadace život umělce, 
Tanzfaktur (Cologne), 
Czech center in Düsseldorf, the Nová síť
The show was created in Cologne in the theater 
Tanzfaktur in Olomouc in Divadlo na cucky 
co-Producer of the performance is Studio ALTA.
Our thanks goes to : Dwayne Holliday, Slava 
Gepner, 
Lucia Kašiarová, Jan Žurek, Lukas Homola, Marek 
Zelinka, Florent Golfier, Ondřej Jiráček

Documetary movie about process 
https://vimeo.com/134713495 

Recording of the show 
https://vimeo.com/ufftenzivot/lonelinesslong



Our recent work
KEEP CALM 

We’re more than #nature. We’re more than #animals. The #world belongs to 
us – after all, we created the institute of ownership and many other 
things to go with it. #Heroism, for instance. We have our dreams, our 
#shadows and our imaginations. We live the lives we created for 
ourselves. Perhaps that’s why our ideas about the world fall apart, why 
nobody is willing to accept this reality, and why we take painkillers. 
#Absurd. Perhaps we’re slowly arriving at a realisation, and so we laugh 
and reflect on whatever we think needs reflecting. #Likes and #shares are 
not enough.

Most of our problems come from a single source. We come from a single 
source. Sometimes, when we look out of our #bubble, the reality we live 
in, we witness infinity. I am a #human, a wise individual, a family 
member, a friend, a hero. I am a leader, a component, an agent, a 
destroyer, I am everything. Who am I? Where do I come from, who do I 
belong to? Do I belong to the world? At some point, I will die and become 
the Earth, an animal, the universe. And then what?

“Keep calm and carry on” – a war motto adopted by the internet and turned 
into a universal piece of advice applicable to any situation. So too this 
work searches for a universal user’s guide to life. Two performers, alone 
and yet together, invite the audience to share feelings that are not 
entirely foreign to them. At times it looks like #chaos, but in the end, 
it is no more chaotic than our own lives – a tangle of songs, mottos, 
slogans, and memes. In an alienated world of sharing, in the world of 
irony, kitsch, joy, and sadness.

Anyway, keep having #fun…

Created by: Sára Arnstein, Jiří Šimek, Marianna Slováková, Štěpán 
Hejzlar, Ivo Sedláček, Marta Ljubková, Marie Gourdain

Premiere: 28. - 29. 2017
Supported by: Ministry of culture of the Czech republic, Motus, 
production of the theatre Alfred in the courtyard, the City part of 
Prague 7, the State fund of culture, Genomac - genetical laboratory.
Co-production: Divadlo na cucky, Studio ALTA, Industra Stage, Kredance, 
Cooltour.
Video of Performance - https://vimeo.com/239458453/319a2494f5



Contact

Jiří Šimek 
+420775648713
jirka@ufftenzivot.cz 
ufftenzivot.cz/jiri 
facebook.com/Jiriisimek

Sára Arnstein
+420608319436
sara@ufftenzivot.cz 
ufftenzivot.cz/sara 
facebook.com/sara.arnstein



www.ufftenzivot.cz 

fb.me/ufftenzivot 

instagram.com/ufftenzivot 

twitter.com/ufften



“We understand theatre as an experience and a space of sharing in which we can return to something we have 
long forgotten: our natural spirituality, beat down by today’s consumerist, capitalist, and accelerated way of life. 

We try to create experiences that inspire the audience to find their own critical position, to broaden their 
horizons and find new names for what surrounds us. The absurdity and inconsistency of the world is our 

inspiration.” –  Sára Arnstein




